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The Far-Reaching, Positive Impact of Stony Brook
Research
Stony Brook University achieves new levels of research and healthcare access thanks to drone
technology.

   

Madagascar is one of the poorest countries in the world. Located off the east coast of southern Africa,
the island in the Indian Ocean faces a host of challenges, ranging from geographic isolation and the
aftereffects of colonialism to environmental degradation and a drastic lack of infrastructure.
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Meanwhile, on the bottom of the Earth, Antarctic wildlife struggles to survive in an often rapidly changing
environment with impacts both human and natural.

In both far-�ung destinations, drones have come to the rescue in innovative and globally impactful ways.

Thanks to the work of researchers and medical personnel on the ground (and drones in the air), residents
of an especially remote Madagascar region near Ranomafana National Park are �nally receiving the
healthcare access they deserve. And penguins on remote Antarctic islands may get critical habitat
protection.

An Innocent Question, an Originative Solution

One of only 62 Association of American
Universities
(https://jadserve.postrelease.com/trk?
ntv_at=4&ntv_ui=7bc05767-6a0c-4712-8985-
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bc63daf882bc&ntv_a=35oDA�0fAMpkQA&ntv_�=1lUNxEyU26ZpCg2fWsVg8A==&ord=1728128293&ntv_ht=p
id=4640115760&iu=/4020) members in the United States and Canada, Stony Brook University, like several
other member schools, has pioneered cutting-edge research, surveillance and delivery of services with
drones reaching from poor villages in Madagascar to rarely explored locations on the Antarctic Peninsula.

For almost two years, its Global Health Institute (https://jadserve.postrelease.com/trk?
ntv_at=4&ntv_ui=7bc05767-6a0c-4712-8985-
bc63daf882bc&ntv_a=35oDA�0fAMpkQA&ntv_�=1lUNxEyU26ZpCg2fWsVg8A==&ord=1728128293&ntv_ht=p
id=4640398235&iu=/4020)’s innovative use of these unmanned, nimble aerial vehicles in Madagascar has
offered a whole new level of access to people, provisions and knowledge.

Tuberculosis is a highly endemic, infectious disease on the island. When GHI initially began its
tuberculosis work, which required drawing blood and getting stool samples to get an assessment of
intestinal parasites, “it could take two weeks to get from villages to clinic,” says Peter Small, M.D.,
founding director. The only way residents of villages surrounding Ranomafana could receive diagnosis
and treatment was if healthcare workers or, more rarely, patients walked a single-�le 1 to 11 mile trail
through rice paddies, across rivers and over mountains.

That was until February 2016, when a student interning at Stony Brook’s Centre ValBio
(https://jadserve.postrelease.com/trk?ntv_at=4&ntv_ui=7bc05767-6a0c-4712-8985-
bc63daf882bc&ntv_a=35oDA�0fAMpkQA&ntv_�=1lUNxEyU26ZpCg2fWsVg8A==&ord=1728128293&ntv_ht=p
id=4640115763&iu=/4020) research station innocently remarked, “Wouldn’t it be great if we could just �y
a drone with the specimens back here every night?”
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From this inquiry a whole new method of healthcare delivery was born. According to Small, it was a case
of “the stars align, and the next thing you know, things are happening.”

Small says drones’ use has quickly evolved. “The �rst phase,” he says, “was surveillance [of landscapes].
The second phase is for supply chain — taking military hardware [in the case of drones] for dropping
bombs on villages and replacing the bombs with blood. The third phase is the ability to use hybrid drones
that take off and land like planes and offer bidirectional logistics.”

And that’s exactly what’s happening in Madagascar. The Stony Brook University project, known as DrOTS
(Drone-Observed Therapy System) (https://jadserve.postrelease.com/trk?ntv_at=4&ntv_ui=7bc05767-
6a0c-4712-8985-
bc63daf882bc&ntv_a=35oDA�0fAMpkQA&ntv_�=1lUNxEyU26ZpCg2fWsVg8A==&ord=1728128293&ntv_ht=p
id=4640115766&iu=/4020), offers a bundle of interventions: Drones deliver specimens from the remote
villages to the research station’s lab, but then healthcare workers can also use them to deliver
medications in plastic boxes with computer chips. The boxes beep and �ash when it’s time for TB
patients to take medications.

Small says he hopes Stony Brook eventually can take the technology to a new level where it helps provide
“remote symptom monitoring.” The university is currently investigating an opportunity with a company
that provides acoustic devices that “listen” to a cough and diagnose it. Ideally, drones could �y the devices
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into villages. “Our ultimate goal is to train someone in the village how to recognize someone who might
have TB and how to manage a drone.”

Small continues: “Now you have some of the world’s most remote villages with access to some of the
world’s most advanced technology.”

 

A Super Discovery

Meanwhile, in Antarctica, drones have enabled Stony Brook University researchers to discover and count a
previously unknown supercolony of some 1.5 million Adélie penguins — the largest Adélie penguin
population on the peninsula.

Heather J. Lynch, associate professor, Department of Ecology and Evolution at Stony Brook, has studied
wildlife populations (primarily penguins) on the White Continent for 12 years. It’s been in an effort to
answer critical questions about animal population health: “How many are breeding? How many are there?
How many populations may be changing due to tourism, �shing and climate change?” she asks.

In collaboration with researchers from Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Oxford University and
Louisiana State University, Lynch’s team used drones to successfully complete an assessment of a new
Adélie penguin population in the Danger Islands in just 12 days.
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 The remote and rocky Danger Islands, off
Antarctica’s northern arm, are incredibly di�cult
to access because of thick sea ice that
surrounds them. “We knew we would only get to
the Danger Islands once,” Lynch says, noting that
monitoring and counting the previously unknown
penguin supercolony would have taken weeks
the researchers didn’t have when they hit the
ground in December 2015.

Had it not been for the drones and expertise
provided by Woods Hole and Northeastern
University, which developed the drones’ imaging
and navigation systems, there would have been
no way to accurately “hand count” the penguins
in such a small time window. “Counting from the
ground is very time-consuming and not as
accurate,” Lynch explains.
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The Stony Brook research team was able to
“create three-dimensional models of the colonies
using a procedure known as structure from
motion [SfM],” Lynch says. “It allows for high-
resolution models of the islands where the
penguins are breeding, and we’re able to get �ne
details of where they like to nest. That kind of
detail can only be gotten from drones.”

While the discovery was an impressive enough
feat, the drone imaging also suggested the
population was not declining like those on the
peninsula’s western side.

The next step for Stony Brook University and its
research partners is �guring out why.

According to Lynch, recent survey data of spatial
patterns of the penguins’ nesting suggest they
may be under stress and that they likely
experienced a decline in the past decade. Still,
the population “hasn’t suffered major declines
over the last 60 years,” and Lynch calls the
supercolony “crudely stable.”

“We are answering questions now that 10 years
ago we weren’t even able to ask,” she notes,
explaining that drone technology “has driven this
whole new set of questions, like how many
penguins are there? Why are populations
�uctuating wildly? Have there been large swings
in populations in the past? Why is fragmentation
occurring?”

Lynch says she’s excited about the imagery
drones can provide and the multifaceted impact
they will have for studying penguins in
Antarctica. For instance, researchers can even
use the drones to look at guano (seabird
excrement) to determine what the penguins eat.

Just the Beginning
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Not only have the drones helped provide an additional layer of evidence to support marine protected areas
on the Antarctic Peninsula, they have also provided a “lower cost of entry for doing this kind of research,”
Lynch says. Not that long ago, she and her team would have required an airplane.

As with the work drones are doing in Madagascar, researchers are now able to have a greater impact on
both human and wildlife populations worldwide. “Globally, the biggest challenge of TB is that there are 4
million cases not being diagnosed and treated,” Small says. “Use of drones to reach the unreachable is
one arrow in the quiver for getting on top of this disease” and “leapfrogging over current challenges to
empower the Malagasy.”

The work inspired the student body as well.

Ian Passe, a Stony Brook environmental studies and anthropology major who has spent months in
Madagascar working on the DrOTS project, says he’s seen �rsthand the human side of environmental
studies. “This has affected the advanced degrees I’m looking to get, each class I take, every book I read,”
he says. “I’m now asking, ‘How can I improve healthcare around the world?’”
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